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Abstract: In contemporary Taiwan, arranged marriage seems a remote leg-
end. However, the mainstream ideology of romantic love and marriage is a
recent phenomenon that started only half a century ago. The debate on love
and marriage that took place a hundred years ago has been reopened in cur-
rent Taiwanese society on transnational marriage and same-sex marriage
debates, which are regarded as non-conforming marriages in a specific histori-
cal period. We argue that the hegemonic ideology of romantic love has pro-
duced a powerful exclusionary effect on cross-border marriages based on
ethnic and class discrimination, but also an inclusive effect on same-sex mar-
riage in present Taiwan society, which underscores the power of the discourse
of love in modern Taiwanese social life. The love discourse can be progressive
in a specific historical conjuncture, but it can also be regressive by excluding
other forms of intimacy.
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Introduction

In Taiwan, as in most modern societies, peo-
ple enter marriage through courtship.
Arranged marriage seems a remote legend
in current Taiwanese society. However, the
mainstream ideology of romantic love and
marriage is a recent phenomenon that
started only half a century ago. The dis-
course on love and marriage one hundred
years ago has been reopened in current
Taiwanese society on transnational mar-
riage and same-sex marriage debates, which
are regarded as non-conforming marriages
in a specific historical period. In this paper,
we will argue that the hegemonic ideology
of romantic love has produced powerful
exclusion effect on cross-border marriages
based on ethnic and class discrimination,
but also inclusive effect on same-sex

marriage in present Taiwan society, which
underscores the power of love discourse in
modern Taiwanese social life. The discourse
can be progressive in a specific historical con-
juncture on specific non-conforming marriage,
but it can also be regressive by excluding
other forms of intimacy. The article aims to
provide a social and historical analysis of the
diverse meanings and practices Taiwanese
have invested in love and marriage in the past
century. We start by describing the ways in
which arranged marriage dominated Taiwan
since the late 19th century, and gradually lost
its power when Taiwan become industrialized
in the 1960s. We then discuss the ways in
which transnational marriages have been stig-
matized as “commodified marriages” in the
name of love since the 1990s, while gay mar-
riages are valorized as “pure love” in the first
decade of the 21th century.
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Love, Marriage, and Money

According to Coontz (2005), marriage
based on love is a modernity product in
Western society that arose in the 18th cen-
tury and took its dominance over other
marriage patterns in the past two centuries.
Before the emergence of love, the reasons
to go into a marriage were economic and
political, not romantic. In the old days, a
good marriage should include finding good
in-laws, increasing family labor force, find-
ing a lifetime partner, and bringing up chil-
dren. Marriage was too important for
individuals and families to be left in the
hands of two persons who were not mature.
Even in the USA, where love is highly
praised, scholars have shown that the mind-
set of linking sex, love, and marriage
together did not emerge until the establish-
ment of capitalist mass production in early
20th century. The secularization of social
life saves love from the religious sphere
and gives love its own legitimate independ-
ence (Seidman, 1991; Illouz, 1997). After-
wards, sex, love, and marriage became
tightly interwoven with one another. Seid-
man (1991) has pointed out that in the
USA after the mid-19th century, a perfect
marriage was expected to be based on love,
and the best expression of love is to have a
satisfactory sexual life for both parties. At
that time a lot of guidebooks for marriage
and sex instructed people on how to main-
tain a happy marriage. Love and sex played
key roles in these guidebooks. American
society experienced a social process of the
“sexualization of love” and the “eroticiza-
tion of sex” in the period.
In addition, the newly arisen cultural

industry, such as the cinema, advertise-
ments and magazines, consumed “love” as
much as possible, which, having just been
liberated from the religious field, was now
marketed as a romantic commodity
through daily consumer goods (Illouz,
1997). Such a complex social process gradu-
ally turned the separate fields of sex, love,
and marriage into a trinity, sacred and

inviolable, which also obscured the history
that the socialists in the mid-19th century
North America advocating freedom of
love, sex, and divorce were viewed as
scourges (Spurlock, 1988; Passet, 2003).
Illouz (1997) also reminds us that the pur-
suit of love always means the defiance of
parents and arranged marriage in the
beginning.
Love is given unprecedented praise in

the 20th century. It is considered selfless,
interest free, and most of all, unpurchasa-
ble. No commodity in the market is compa-
rable with “true love.” Its uniqueness and
sacredness come from its invaluableness.
However, in our real social life, money and
love are not mutually exclusive. From this
perspective, love is not sacred nor can it be
fully excluded from pecuniary considera-
tions. American sociologist Zelizer
(2005) contends that they are not in different
categories and mutually exclusive. People in
daily life exchange love or intimacy with
money in our intimate daily relationships.
For example, can gays and lesbians who
were the partners of 9/11 victims receive
compensation? Parents arrange to have their
children work in their own company to
secure their finances. A wife can inherit her
husband’s property legally, whereas extra-
marital sexual partners are excluded. In
other words, love or intimate relationships
are not totally separated from pecuniary
matters. People try to do relational work to
cover the unspoken fact that money is
always flowing and exchanging in intimate
relationships.
What deserves our attention is that the

boundary between money and intimate
relationships becomes blurred, even in sex-
ual transactions which is normally regarded
as explicit exchanges between money and
sex. More and more research shows that
men buying prostitution seek not only satis-
faction in intercourse but also the experi-
ence of making girlfriends (Bernstein, 2007;
Chen, 2014; Kong, 2015). As in other com-
modity exchange relationships, people on
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the supply or demand side are not pure
strangers linked together only by price, and
both parties in the sexual transaction proc-
ess may develop bounded intimacy (Bern-
stein, 2007: 103). In the context of a
transnational sex tour, the line between sex
and intimate encounters has become fur-
ther blurred since it could range from a
one-time transaction to a few days’ com-
panionship or a few weeks’ or months’
cohabitation, which makes it possible for
women from the third world to negotiate a
cross-border marriage with their clients
(Brennan, 2004; Piscitelli, 2007; Cabezas,
2009; Carrier-Moisan, 2015). In summary,
the research on daily intimate relationships
and commodified sex transactions have
pointed out that sex, intimacy, and money
are not mutually exclusive. They are inter-
woven in different social contexts.

Marriages Arranged by Parents

in Taiwan before 1945

The purpose of marriage in traditional Han
Chinese society is to establish a relation-
ship between two families, not two married
persons, no matter whether it involves two
adults, a child bride (tongyangxi), or an
adopted son (zhaozhuihun). Marriage deci-
sions are made by parents from both
families. When Japan colonized Taiwan in
1895 it retained this marriage custom. In
a 1908 legal precedent, the court of the
Colonial Governor of Taiwan said that
“according to an old custom in Taiwan,
decisions about marriage and divorce can-
not be made by the parties only; they also
need to be approved by senior relatives.”
Though this precedent pays respect to a
Taiwanese custom, it also indicates that the
parties in marriage can express their own
ideas freely, and that marriage is not only
determined by senior relatives (Wang,
2014: 363–364). In the Japanese colonial
period the civil law stipulated that men
under the age of 30 and women under the
age of 25 needed to get consent from the
head of the household to marry, normally

the father (Taiwan Daily News, 1925a).
This means that, regardless of romantic
love, parents still held the power to veto
their children’s marriage without prior con-
sultation. We can say that almost no mar-
riage was solely based on love at that time.
How did Taiwanese society view love in

that period? We collected 50 news articles
after searching the database of the most
widely circulated newspaper in Taiwan
between 1895 and 1945– the Taiwan Daily
News (台灣日日新報), using the keyword
“free love” (ziyou lian’ai). Of the 50 articles,
only one offered a positive view of “free
love.” Love at that time was mainly regarded
as poisonous, leading to a tragic and
closeted life.
A news article entitled “Killing Baby

After Childbirth and Leaving It in
Toilet—Tragedy of Love” tells the story of
an 18-year-old woman who killed her baby
conceived out of marriage soon after its
delivery. In fact, the story has nothing to
do with love. The woman’s adoptive par-
ents demanded that her 23-year-old boy-
friend must make a huge payment before
he could marry her. The man could not
afford it, and the woman was locked in a
room, where she delivered a baby in the
toilet (Taiwan Daily News, 1934b). Other
news headlines include “Senior Vocational
High School Student Flunked Out, Poi-
soned by Free Love” (Taiwan Daily News,
1927); “Baby Born Out of Free Love, but
the Man Married Another Woman Surpris-
ingly” (Taiwan Daily News, 1934a); “Adul-
terers Caught in Bathroom, Young
People’s Love” (Taiwan Daily News, 1928);
“Most Divorce Cases Attributed to Mar-
riages Based on Love” (Taiwan Daily
News, 1925b); “Young Couple Killed
Themselves by Jumping in the Sea in Kao-
hsiung Due to Unsuccessful Free Love and
Marriage” (Taiwan Daily News, 1931).
There is always a stupid woman and a bad

man in such tragic love stories. The stupid
woman may be “seduced by a young scoun-
drel” (Taiwan Daily News, 1929), or she may
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be an ignorant advocate of modern love. A
news headline reads: “Husband and Wife
Filed for Divorce Soon After Getting Mar-
ried. A Good Lesson for Inexperienced
Young Girls Believing in Love.” A woman
working for the Bank of Taiwan was seduced
by a well-dressed young man. She rebelled
against her parents and quit her job to pur-
sue her dream of love. However, the young
man was a lazy good-for-nothing. The poor,
inexperienced young woman did not plan for
the future. The transient love affair cost her
a happy life (Taiwan Daily News, 1936).
How did people view the relationship

between love and marriage one hundred
years ago? On July 16, 1907, a long news-
paper article “On Free Marriage” said:

Someone asked me about marriage. If a mar-
riage is not arranged by parents or through a
matchmaker, it would be denounced as “illicit
intercourse” in the old days, but nowadays it
is termed as freedom, civilization, and so
on. What is marriage for? It is not only for the
man and the woman, but also for reproduc-
tion, for social function, for national survival,
and for natural continuation. It is aberrant if
marriage is based on men and women’s tem-
porary emotional deviance.… If we forget the
reasons mentioned above people will have no
discipline, and the world will be chaotic, which
makes human beings indistinguishable from
animals (Taiwan Daily News, 1907).

Such a viewpoint endured after 20 years,
when another author wrote in the same
newspaper on love and marriage:

If a man or a woman does not seek advice
from his or her parents, does not investigate
family pedigree, but only claim “love,” he or
she is like a prostitute. I never saw prosti-
tutes who could nurture their parents or rela-
tives. (Yang, 1926)

When did love “conquer” Taiwan? We use
survey data from 2001 to show how mar-
ried couples meet each other. Table 1
shows that 56% of interviewees who were
born before 1950 got married through
arrangements made by matchmakers or
parents. In this group only 16% met their
partners by themselves. However, after
economic developments in the 1960s and
mass rural-urban migration thereafter, tra-
ditional marriage arrangements made by
matchmakers or parents (17%) give way to
modern courtship between individuals
(44%). People born in the 1950s were in
their twenties in the 1970s, a period of high
economic growth when migrant workers
left their hometown, moved to cities to find
a job, and gradually settled down in urban
areas. According to Thornton et al.’s
research on marriage in Taiwan (1994), in
the process of industrialization, factors such
as having a higher education for women,
coming from non-farming households,
being migrant workers and thus living in
factory dormitories all contributed to
increasing the direct connection between
love and marriage, and even to pre-marital
sexual behavior.
In summary, either from theoretical per-

spectives or Taiwan’s empirical data, “love

Table 1. How married couples met each other by date of birth (2001) (percentages)

Year of birth/ways to
meet a spouse

On
one’s
own

With
friends

Using a dating
agency

Blind dates or
matchmakers

Arranged by
parents Total

<1950 16 27 0 48 8 100
1950–1959 44 38 1 14 3 100
1960–1969 51 39 1 7 2 100
1970–1979 59 33 2 5 1 100
1980–1989 50 50 0 0 0 100

Source: (Academia Sinica, 2001).
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first and then marry” is a very new social
phenomenon. An industrialized society
provides an individual the opportunity to
escape from economic dependence on fam-
ily, and only from then on could the
individualism-based love and marriage take
strong hold in the society. Such an ideology
influences not only people’s attitudes but
also governmental policies towards trans-
national marriages, which becomes a com-
mon marriage practice in Taiwan after the
mid-1990s. We will use a documentary fam-
ily reunion visa interview, court precedents
on divorce of transnational marriages, and
anti-trafficking policy as examples to illus-
trate the impact of “pure love” on under-
class cross-border marriages.

Constructing “Sacred Love and

Marriage” in Cross-Border Marriages

Taiwan’s cross-border marriages reached
their peak in 2003, when one out of three
marriages was a cross-border marriage
(Wang, 2007a). There were many news
reports of “fake marriages” and “human
trafficking.” The government decided to
have family reunion visa face-to-face inter-
views for Chinese spouses in 2004, and the
policy was applied to South-East Asian
spouses in 2005 (Chen, 2015).

To deter fake marriages, the Taiwan gov-
ernment implemented a tentative project in
2003 to interview Chinese spouses face-to-
face when they landed Taiwan, and this
became an official policy in 2004. Chinese
spouses, who complained it as a highly
racialized immigration policy toward Chi-
nese, protested strongly. In 2005, the U.S.
State Department issued the “Trafficking in
Persons Report 2005,” (U.S. Department of
State, 2005) and Taiwan was downgraded
from first to second tier. The report noted
that Chinese or South-East Asian spouses
could become the victims of fake marriage
or the mail-order bride industry. From
January 2005, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs started to implement face-to-face
interviews for spouses from Vietnam,

Cambodia, Indonesia, Thailand, the Philip-
pines, and Myanmar.
However, the face-to-face interview pol-

icy and process are full of racial, gender,
and class bias. The following is a tran-
script from an interview in a
documentary film.
O: Taiwanese Officer; TWM: Taiwanese

man; VNW: Vietnamese woman

O [in Mandarin]: The questions I’m going
to ask you have no right or wrong
answers. If your answer to a question is
different from hers, I will continue to
ask why there is such a difference.
When did you first meet her? Where?

TWM: At her family.
O: How many times have you been to

Vietnam?
TWM: Two. This is the second time.
O: You communicate with her now. [turn-

ing to VNW] You speak Chinese to
me now. What is your name? Speak
Chinese.

VNW [nervous, in Vietnamese]: Can you
say it again? I didn’t hear you.

O: What is your name?
VNW [in Vietnamese]: Sir, you speak too

fast. I cannot understand.
O: How old are you? [VNW shakes head,

nervously]
O: How could you communicate with each

other?
TWM: By telephone.
O: Now you both chat with each other.

Show me. You say you communicate
by telephone, but how?

TWM [turning to VNW]: You, talk to the
Sir. Tell him how father and mother
are doing.

O: Don’t talk to me. You chat with each
other.

TWM [to VNW]: What did you eat for
breakfast? [VNW shakes head]

TWM [again]: What did you eat for break-
fast? [VNW still shakes head]

TWM: Don’t be nervous. Calm down.
[VNW nervous, shaking body]
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O: See? You cannot even say one word to
each other, not even one word.

TWM: She is too nervous.
O: Impossible. Try to chat with each other.
TWM [turning to VNW]: Don’t be nervous.

Calm down.
O: You have been to Vietnam only twice

and then you want to get married,
despite not being able to communicate?
Do you have any other proof to
show me?

TWM [taking out a telephone communica-
tion record and giving it to the officer]

O: [turning to his Vietnamese assistant]:
Tell her to speak all Chinese words she
knows.

TWM: This is our communication record.
O: How could you communicate? You can-

not even exchange a word here. (extract
from Chang, 2006, “Farewell Vietnam,
Farewell Taiwan”)

The conversation above is excerpted from a
documentary film made in 2006. When I
(Mr. Wang) taught ethnic issues in an intro-
ductory sociology course, I played this 3-
minute film and asked the students, who
were between 19 and 20-years old, “If you
were the interview officer, would you give
the green light to this married couple and
allow the Vietnamese woman to come to
Taiwan?” In a recent class, only three out
of 60 students agreed to issue a family reun-
ion visa to the woman. The most often cited
reason is that “people who cannot commu-
nicate with each other will not be able to
enjoy a happy family life.” A student even
predicted that if a visa were issued, the mar-
riage would end in divorce.
But when I asked them, “If I were to

apply, would I pass the interview?” The
students burst out laughing and said, “Of
course. You are a professor, and you can
speak Vietnamese.” The fact that they
laughed at my question implies that a pro-
fessor with high social status would never
marry a Vietnamese. Next I asked whether
the applicant would get visa if he were a

tycoon. Again, the students laughed loudly.
My last question was: “If a Taiwanese man
married a Japanese woman, and they could
not speak any common language, would
you give them the visa?” Most still insisted
“No.” But in the current law, Taiwanese
marrying Japanese do not need to take
face-to-face interviews. In other words,
such interviews in the name of prevent-
ing fake marriage or human trafficking
are full of gender, racial, and class preju-
dices. Gender bias, because the inter-
viewer only demands that the woman
should speak Mandarin but not that the
man should speak Vietnamese; racial
bias, because this practice applies only to
specific countries in the third world; class
bias, because the underclass without eco-
nomic or cultural capital is excluded. As
one officer in the Taipei Economic and
Cultural Office in Ho Chi Minh City told
us blatantly, “If the applicants are engi-
neers or civil servants, we have no trou-
ble issuing them the visa.”
University students have been condi-

tioned by Taiwan’s mainstream ideology,
and their answers reflect the predomi-
nant ideology of love, marriage, and sex
in the society. They fully identify with
the Taiwanese officer’s questioning,
based on the unfounded worry of “fake
marriage” and the false assumption that
true love, and by extension, a successful
marriage, is contingent upon communi-
cation. Not only are inexperienced stu-
dents influenced, Taiwanese judges are
also biased when they judge transna-
tional divorce cases.
Judges attitudes toward love and mar-

riage can be revealed from their verdicts in
divorce cases. Here are some cases to illus-
trate our point.

1. Transnational marriage is built on a shaky
foundation, because the partners come
from greatly different backgrounds, which
makes the marriage susceptible to pro-
blems (Kuo, 2006: 120).
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2. The couple met each other through mar-
riage agents, and the marriage wasn’t
built on a foundation of love. After the
respondent came to Taiwan, the couple
did not actively cultivate an emotional
bond, and they quarreled and fought
constantly (Kuo, 2006: 120).

3. In cross-border marriage, the couple
have different life experiences and
perspectives; therefore, it takes
longer to get to know each other, to
adapt to each other, and to develop a
new living pattern for a happy life. If
the foreign spouse has not lived with
his or her partner for a long time,
and if one of the two parties does
not want to keep this relationship,
we cannot expect them to have a
happy life together. Therefore, it is
reasonable to conclude that the mar-
riage is hard to maintain (Kuo,
2006: 123).
The three precedents have one com-
mon ideology: cross-border marriage
is built on a shaky, loveless founda-
tion. Without enough time to get to
know each other and cultivate love
before marriage, it is not surprising
that most such marriages fail. Such
an ideology echoes what the inter-
view officer said about getting mar-
ried too hastily. However, granting
divorce based on lovelessness is not
applicable to native marriage divorce
cases, since the family court forms its
decision on whether one of the par-
ties is at fault. If one party does not
have any fault in a marriage, and nor
does he or she want to divorce, it is
almost impossible for the other party
to claim that the marriage is not sus-
tainable without love. In the prece-
dents love is constructed as the
precondition in maintaining a happy
life in cross-border marriage, but not
in native marriage, which indicates
the racialization of these transna-
tional marriages.

Commodifying Female Body by

Cross-Border Marriage

Matchmakers?

In the mid-2000s there was a heated debate
on the prohibition of profit-oriented mar-
riage brokerage businesses in Taiwan. The
government stated in a meeting that
“matchmaking people is a beautiful thing,
but it should not be a business. Matchmak-
ing organizations should be turned into
non-profit, social service organizations.” In
this discourse love is romanticized as pure
and should not be contaminated by money.
Under the influence of such a strong
middle-class ideology of love, the govern-
ment initiated two policies to regulate the
cross-border marriage matchmaking indus-
try, by prohibiting profit-oriented match-
making businesses for transnational
marriages and by enhancing their anti-
human trafficking practices.
Matchmakers have existed in Chinese

society for a long time. In Western society
in the late 19th century many European
women married Americans through profit-
oriented matchmaking organizations
(Sinke, 1999). Omiai (arranged marriage) is
a long-standing tradition in Japan
(Nakamatsu, 2008). In modern times
internet-based matchmaking businesses
have developed all over the world to facili-
tate cross-border marriage.
However, cross-border marriages

through matchmaking is often equated with
“mail-order brides” in the current academic
literatures. O’Rurke contends that the
existence of transnational matchmaking
business lies in the fact that men in wealthy
countries have the economic means to
“buy” their wives, whereas women in
developing countries want to escape from
poverty (O’Rourke, 2002: 480). At the
beginning of her article, Lloyd describes
the matchmaking industry in the same way:

The label “mail-order bride” often brings
to mind historical images from times long
gone. However, this form of trafficking
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women internationally thrives in the mod-
ern global economic system.… The indus-
try is responsible only to its male
consumers and its own budget” (2000:
341–342).

Another author who analyzed matchmak-
ing websites in the former Soviet Union
stated that:

“many of them engage in practices that sex-
ually exploit women by offering tours for
foreign men, escort services, and porno-
graphic photography services. The adver-
tisement of these sexually exploitative
services shows the interconnectedness of
“marriage agencies” and the sex industry
(Hughes, 2004: 61)”.

In this academic tradition, cross-border
marriage is often regarded as a human traf-
ficking device, and women are commonly
depicted as victims.
When cross-border marriage became

popular in the 1990s in Taiwan, Taiwanese
scholars followed the “mail-order bride”
academic tradition and labeled these mar-
riages “commodified” (Hsia, 1997). Both
brides and grooms in cross-border marriage
are stigmatized as selling and buying the
female body. Advertisement posters stating
“Virgin Guaranteed,” “Full Refund for
Non-Virgin,” caused outrage among femi-
nist groups, who proposed to ban cross-
border marriage brokerage agencies. This
kicked up a heated debate in the media.
Wang (2007b) criticized this policy as the

state’s attempt to interfere in personal inti-
mate life, using its middle-class ideology of
love to regulate the marriage practices of
other classes, especially the underclass. In
addition, he objected to the portrayal of
marriage brokers as vampires, sucking
blood from marrying couples. Chiu (2007)
explained that marriage is always an impor-
tant means of class mobility for poor fam-
ily, and such a policy will block the
mobility opportunity for the underclass.

She also questioned such policy’s effective-
ness in banning marriage brokerage agen-
cies. Wang echoed Chiu’s viewpoint and
advised the government to be skillful in
governance. It is lopsided to victimize
migrant spouses and vilify commercial
matchmaking agencies.
The opposition feminist groups said that

“marriage is not a game of money,” and
that it is the exploitative methods used by
commercial matchmaking agencies that
should be banned. Cross-border marriage
matchmaking should be done by non-profit
organizations, at a low cost, giving trans-
parent information and protecting human
rights (Tsai et al., 2007). A migrant spouse
complained that matchmaking agencies
cared only about men and money without
paying any attention to women’s feelings
(Chiu, 2007).
In the end, under pressure from feminist

groups, the Taiwanese government deleted
matchmaking businesses from the list of
commercial business registration and then
banned any permitted commercial cross-
border matchmaking agency in 2007. Peo-
ple who want to run transnational marriage
business would have to register as non-
governmental (NGOs), non-profit organi-
zations (NPOs) at the Ministry of Interior
Affairs and should not profit from the busi-
ness. By the end of August 2013, 43 such
associations were registered as NGOs and
NPOs to matchmake cross-border mar-
riage, but almost all of them were con-
verted from previous commercial
organizations (Wang, 2013: 46). And did
these NGOs make no money from their
business? As one scholar said, it is “making
profit under the stipulations of public inter-
ests” (Wang, 2013). One interviewee in her
study said:

The way to do this business is not any dif-
ferent from previous practices except no
advertisements are allowed. We still make
about NT$50,000 (about US$1,700) from
one successful matchmaking.… Though it
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is claimed to be an NPO, it is only a pre-
tense. No one will do this kind of business
without a profit (Wang, 2013: 79).

Such a gap in policy formulation and
implementation results from the romantic
ideology of love in marriage, which
excludes anything tainted with the stink of
money.

Anti-Human Trafficking or

Discrimination against Transnational

Marriages?

If one views brokerage as an institution to
cheat both parties, either in marriage
migration or labor migration, it is quite
easy to link the activities of mediating
agencies with human trafficking. O’Rurke
wrote that the unequal power relations in
cross-border marriage make some women
vulnerable, and the definition of the Anti-
Human Trafficking Protocol can be applied
directly to the mail-order bride industry
(O’Rourke, 2002: 484). Lloyd also viewed
profit-oriented cross-border marriage med-
iating agencies as part of what makes up
international human trafficking (2000:
343–345). Anti-human trafficking is a seri-
ous concern for feminists. It has become an
important arm of global governance for the
UN after the passage of the “Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking
in Persons, Especially Women and Chil-
dren, supplementing the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organ-
ized Crime” in November 2000.

However, such a movement often
ignores the complex power relations in gen-
der, class, and racial politics. Canadian
scholar Kempadoo (2005) said that
European working-class women migrating
to America in the 19th century to look for
a better economic and social life were
viewed by European middle-class women
as victims of human trafficking, or even vic-
tims of the transnational sex industry.
Under such a white, middle-class gaze, the
transnational movement of people of color,

the working class, and women is wrongly
framed as transnational prostitution and
human trafficking. In fact, such a viewpoint
has lasted for decades and continues today.
American soldiers’ sex tours in the cold
war era in East and South-East Asia, mili-
tary camp prostitutes, and mail-order
brides attracted feminists’ concern. Barry
(1979) even used the term “sexual slavery”
to depict those Asian women involved in
the sex industry or mail-order bride.
But such a discourse of victimizing trans-

national migrant women is often challenged
by grassroots feminist groups in the South.
Women in the global sex industry may be
threatened or their rights may be infringed,
but they choose to work in a highly sexua-
lized and racialized world to improve their
family conditions, just like other migrant
workers (Kempadoo, 2005: xii). Some scho-
lars contend that anti-human trafficking
movements should pay more attention to
the bonded, unfairly treated, or even
enslaved domestic helpers in the private
sphere instead of voluntary transnational
marriage migrants or sex workers
(Kempadoo, 2005; Ku, 2008).
The U.S. State Department has been eval-

uating the situation of human trafficking in
different countries since 2001. This wave of
anti-human trafficking in the name of human
rights protection did not help rid Taiwan of its
notoriety as a human trafficking country.
Instead, it reinforced the stigma on cross-
border marriage as transnational sex traffick-
ing, misrepresenting transnational migrant
women as sex workers victimized by match-
making agencies (Chen, 2015).
The number of trafficked victims pub-

lished by American government was also
questioned by scholars. According to Weit-
zer (2011), the State Department has been
publishing the “Trafficking in Persons
Report” yearly since 2001, and it reported
that there were about 4 million trafficked
persons globally in 2002. But the number
was revised downward to 800,000 to
900,000 the following year, and then to
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600,000 to 800,000 in 2004. After 2008 the
number has been kept at the level of
800,000. The number of trafficked persons
to USA was 50,000 in 2002, revised to
18,000 to 20,000 in 2003, and then to 14,500
to 17,500 in 2004 (Weitzer, 2011: 1349).
Even though the State Department
reduced the estimated number of trafficked
persons, this still brought great pressure on
the U.S. Department of Justice, for there
were only 611 recorded trafficked persons
by the Department of Justice (Weitzer,
2011: 1351). Where were the missing traf-
ficked persons?
Even though the official numbers of traf-

ficked persons are doubtful, some cited
these figures without questioning them.
Weitzer (2010, 2011) criticized Hughes,
who wrote the Trafficking in Persons
Reports for the State Department, for
using exaggerated, unverified numbers of
trafficked persons to create the social
image of transnational sex worker as sex
slaves. Weitzer also criticized MacKinnon
(2005) for claiming that sex is the bedrock
of human trafficking, since the sex industry
needs young women and girls.
Regardless of the published official figures

of trafficked persons, it is questionable to
claim a link exists between marriage-
mediating agencies and human trafficking.
Duong et al., (2005) surveyed 213 northern
Vietnamese women migrating to China and
found that 30% moved to China in the name
of marriage, among whom 30% were
“legally or illegally trafficked to China.” By
“legally trafficked” it means that these
women had known that they would marry an
old or disabled man. Only a few women said
that they were tricked into moving to China.
Japanese scholar Nakamatsu also doubted
any link between marriage brokerage and
trafficking, saying the idea was a bias against
marriage involved with money (2008). In
Taiwan in the mid-2000s, the sex worker traf-
ficking network1 was organized by sex busi-
ness, not marriage mediating agencies
(Chen, 2011).

In the debates of women trafficking,
women from the third world are either stig-
matized as loveless materialistic women or
victimized as trafficked women. It shows con-
tradictory discourses surrounding marriage
migrant women. On the one hand, the gov-
ernment requires love in a relationship in
order to authenticate marriage. On the other
hand, anti-human trafficking policy views
these money-related marriages as risky, in
which the women are not able to express
their own will and need help from the state.
Though these two views are contradictory, if
we put them in the complex contexts of
racial, gender, and class discrimination, it is
easy to make sense. Post-colonialist feminists
have criticized the idea that third world
women are unable to represent themselves.
The same criticism can be applied to the con-
tradictory policies on cross-border marriages.
Under the same colonialist ideology, mar-
riage migrant women cannot exercise their
own will; they are invariably cheated or
bonded. They are powerless and muted, and
only an “advanced” society can represent
them and speak out for them. In a transna-
tional marriage, love is only an excuse for
the state to implement its racial, gender, and
classed border control.

Demanding Equal Marriage

Rights in the Name of Love

Taiwan can be considered the gay-
friendliest society in Asia. Gay pride par-
ades in Taipei, Kaohsiung, and other cities
every year attract many Asians to Taiwan.
The Legislative Yuan has started to discuss
a proposal to legalize same-sex marriage.
The proposed revised civil codes aim to put
gay couples on an equal footing with heter-
osexual partners, including the right to
marriage, adoption, and inheritance. The
New York Times (2016) commented on this
issue in an editorial that concludes, “Tai-
wan should become another nation to
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recognize that love is love, regardless of
sexual orientation.”

The current Article 972 of the Civil Code
stipulates that an agreement to marry shall
be made by a man and a woman of their
own accord. Gay rights groups want to
change “a man and a woman” to “the two
parties.” When the bill was sent to the Leg-
islative Yuan in late October, 2016 it
evoked fury from anti-gay groups, who
mobilized their supporters to protest
against the revision. This camp uses the dis-
course of “defending traditional family
values” to boycott the bill. It emphasizes
that a family is composed of one man and
one woman and their children. Feminist
scholars have already pointed out that het-
eronormativity is established on three
binary stratifications:

1. On gender—only man and woman, and
other categories are deviant.

2. On sex—only heterosexual is normal
and natural, while non-heterosexual is
abnormal and unnatural.

3. On family—a “genuine” family is based
on blood and protected by law, while
other “pseudo” families are based only
on friendship and social networks
(Ingraham, 1994, 2005; Jagose, 1996).

Since the heteronormativity ideology is so
deeply embedded in social life and institu-
tions, the anti-gay rights camp does not talk
about love in marriage any more.

By contrast, facing strong opposition, gay
rights groups defend equal rights in the
name of love. A legal scholar wrote on his
Facebook:

I won’t say anything about legal codes or
legalization process. I want to say only one
thing: love. Having the option to marry
means to affirm love, the most precious
thing in the society. If not for love, mar-
riage has no meaning.… Love is for every-
one, irrespective of ethnicity, occupation,
class, and gender, and marriage should be
the same. Two people in love should have

the rights to marry following the Civil
Code, just like any others (Huang, 2016).

Since love is the mainstream ideology for
marriage, it can mobilize a lot of people to
support same-sex marriage legislation.
According to a survey, the younger genera-
tion is the most friendliest group toward
homosexuality (Cheng et al., 2016).
Though there may be different reasons

for supporting same-sex marriage, the
main argument is still: “love is powerful;”
“love is innocent.” After half a century of
marriage practices linking love and mar-
riage, the young generation might have
difficulty in imagining a marriage without
love. Since love is widely considered the
bedrock of marriage, it also produces an
exclusionary effect. Many marriage
migrant women were asked: “How much
money did your husband spend to buy
you?” Most female migrants marry for
economic reasons, and such marriages are
often derided as “marriages of conven-
ience.” From this perspective, this wave
of gay movements demanding equal right
to marriage is in fact reinforcing the het-
erosexual hegemony on the value of the
family, instead of dismantling the family
framework built on it. No wonder a
scholar has this comment on the current
same-sex marriage movement: “The pro-
same-sex marriage camp and the anti-gay
rights camp are more like uneasy bedfel-
lows in their defending traditional family
values” (Chang, 2016).

Conclusion

Modern love emphasizes individual respon-
sibility for overcoming different kinds of
social obstacles in order to be with one’s
lover. This idea could not thrive without a
mature socio-economic environment
enabling individuals to escape from financial
dependence on the family. It is no wonder
that in Taiwan and Japan the love–marriage
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connection became the dominant discourse
only after the high-speed economic growth,
urbanization, and industrialization of the
1970s. In Taiwan’s history, it was never a
mainstream practice. We have documented
the negative social attitudes toward love that
prevailed one hundred years ago. The main
argument at that time opposing the connec-
tion between love and marriage was mainly
based on the discourses of the reproduction
of the family and filial piety in Han Chinese
society. Any practice deviating from these
principles was viewed as abnormal. Love
was detrimental to the family system.
After the ideology of free love taking

roots in the society, any marriage practice
that cannot prove it containing an element
of love will lose legitimacy. We have
described the border control policy by the
Taiwanese government to screen out the
cross-border marriages without love, or
those tainted with money. Couples are sup-
posed to have a long-term and loving rela-
tionship before marriage. Otherwise, either
both parties are denied entry into Taiwan,
or if they marry, the marriage is doomed to
fail, as often expressed in the written judg-
ments in judicial precedents. If a marriage
is tainted by money, as is the case with
commercial matchmaking agencies, it is
dubious—either the woman is a victim of
trafficking or the matchmaking agency has
problems. Taiwan banned commercial
cross-border marriage agencies in 2007, but
this has changed nothing about the transna-
tional matchmaking industry (Wang, 2013).
In addition, the global anti-human traffick-
ing movement always targets mail-order
brides, assuming they are victims of the sex
industry, without paying attention to the
complex political-economic contexts in
which third world women try to find a way
out of poverty on their own.
Toward the end of the article we discuss

the marriage equality movement in Taiwan
in late 2016. It is a new form of family in our
era, and it might be too new in Asia to be
recognized as one of the different types of

family. To gain legitimacy and support to
legalize same-sex marriage, the gay move-
ment mobilizes the mainstream ideology of
love to attract more allies. The young genera-
tion under the age of 40 is highly supportive
of the movement, which shows a deep-rooted
belief in love and marriage. However, this
movement in defense of the family union is a
strange bedfellow of the anti-gay movement,
which opposes same-sex marriage in the
name of defending family values as well.
In the future, family types will be more

and more diverse—for example, cohabita-
tion, single parenthood, gay family, trans-
national family—none of which can be
included in the traditional monogamy insti-
tution in modern society. The common
ground for the diverse forms of family is
mutual care, not love. But ironically, care is
in deficit in East Asian societies. We don’t
know how quickly the mainstream ideology
of love in building the marriage institution
will fade out, but it is being challenged any-
way by social developments.

Note

1 Chen’s (2011) research on the so-called
“human snake” who brought Chinese women
to Taiwan to sell sex showed that both the Chi-
nese women and the Taiwanese men who were
involved in this transnational commercial sex
network were indeed vulnerable groups who
had failed to secure a proper job in the formal
labor market across the Taiwan Strait. For
these Taiwanese men, engaging in organizing
Chinese women to come to Taiwan was a prac-
tical way to improve their own life.
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